RESPONDING TO DOMESTIC AND FAMILY ABUSE:
PROCEDURES AND GOOD PRACTICE GUIDELINES
INTRODUCTION

This document sets out the Domestic and Family Abuse Procedures and Good Practice Guidelines of the
Australian Christian Churches (ACC), as evidence and expression of the ACC’s commitment to address and
respond effectively to domestic and family abuse, both within its own community and in the wider society.
The aim of these procedures and guidelines is to inform, direct and equip people working at a local Church
level or in ACC ministries and roles so that they can offer the most appropriate care in circumstances of
domestic or family abuse.

Scope:

These procedures and guidelines apply to all ACC Churches, ACC credentialed ministers and certificate
holders, and all ACC organisations, departments and ministries. They should be read in conjunction with
the ACC Ministerial Code of Conduct for Credentialed Ministers and the ACC Positional
Statement on Domestic and Family Violence.

Definitions:

For the purposes of these procedures and guidelines:
Domestic abuse is defined as abusive or intimidating behaviour inflicted by an adult against a current
or former spouse or partner.
Family abuse is a broader term referring to abusive or intimidating behaviour between family members
as well as between intimate partners. It is not limited to physical violence. Domestic and family abuse
include, but are not limited, to, emotional, verbal, social, economic, psychological, financial, spiritual,
physical and/or sexual abuse, neglect and stalking. Such behaviour often seeks to control, humiliate,
dominate or instil fear in the victim.
Throughout the Procedures and Guidelines, the term ‘family abuse’ is used and has the meaning
‘domestic abuse and/or family abuse’.
We have also chosen to refer to victims of domestic or family abuse but acknowledge many victims go on to
become survivors.
There are three sections to this document:
I.
II.
III.

GUIDELINES FOR RESPONDING TO FAMILY ABUSE
PROCEDURES & GOOD PRACTICE GUIDELINES FOR RESPONDING TO FAMILY ABUSE
RESOURCES FOR RESPONDING TO FAMILY ABUSE
IMPORTANT NOTE:
ACC Ministers and workers are not domestic and family violence specialists.
Please ensure you obtain professional advice and do not handle matters yourself.
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I. GUIDELINES FOR RESPONDING TO FAMILY ABUSE
1.

2.

We acknowledge family abuse exists and is wrong

1.1

All forms of family abuse are wrong and perpetrators must stop.

1.2

Family abuse includes but is not limited to emotional, verbal, social, economic,
psychological, spiritual, financial, physical and sexual abuse, neglect and stalking. Such
behaviour often seeks to control, humiliate, dominate or instil fear in the victim.

1.3

Family abuse, if witnessed or overheard by a child, is a form of child abuse by the perpetrator
of the abusive behaviour and needs to be reported in accordance with child protection
procedures.

1.4

Sometimes both spouses can be simultaneously perpetrators and victims of abuse, although
neither the pattern of abuse nor the impact is generally symmetrical.

We are committed to safe environments

The ACC is committed to promoting and supporting safer environments that:

3.

2.1

Recognise equality between all people, including husbands and wives;

2.2

Promote a culture of healthy relationships, of mutual responsibility and respect in marriages,
families and congregations;

2.3

Ensure that all people feel welcomed, respected and safe from abuse;

2.4

Strive to follow good practice in protecting those experiencing family abuse;

2.5

Refuse to condone any form of abuse; and

2.6

Enable concerns to be raised and responded to clearly and consistently.

Family abuse requires a serious and realistic response

3.1

All forms of family abuse cause damage to the victim and are wrong.

3.2

Family abuse can occur in all communities, including churches.

3.3

Working in partnership with vulnerable adults and children, statutory authorities and
specialist agencies is essential in promoting the welfare of any child or adult suffering abuse.

3.4

Credentialed ministers and certificate holders do not typically have professional expertise in
the area of family abuse. They need to obtain advice from those with professional
expertise when faced with situations of family abuse.

3.5

Where mistakes in caring for people in difficult situations are made, an apology should be
offered and advice sought on how to address any harm caused.
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4.

We respect people who come to us for help

Our churches are to be places of safety. We shall respond to family abuse by:

5.

4.1

Valuing, respecting and listening to victims of family abuse;

4.2

Valuing, respecting and listening to alleged or known perpetrators of family abuse;

4.3

Appreciating the need to ensure a distance is kept between the two; and

4.4

Refusing to condone the perpetration or continuation of any form of abuse.

We uphold Scripture and its abhorrence of abuse in our words and
public statements

In our words and public statements, we will:

6.

7.

5.1

Align with ‘The ACC Positional Statement on Domestic and Family Violence’ which provides
the ACC scriptural position on family violence.

5.2

Clearly teach that family abuse is wrong and that the Bible should never be interpreted
to justify, condone or excuse any form of abuse nor demand that a spouse or family member
tolerate or submit to family abuse. Rather a relationship between a husband and wife and
other family members is to be characterised by love, care and kindness.

We ensure safety first
6.1

Safety first – Ensure that those who have experienced family abuse can find safety and
informed help as a first priority, and can continue to stay safe.

6.2

Take it seriously – Ensure that any disclosures of abuse are taken seriously and not
dismissed.

6.3

Get help from outside authorities – Work with the appropriate statutory authorities
during an investigation into family abuse, including when allegations are made against a
member of the church community. In addition, refer to and get help from specialist services.

6.4

Keep it confidential – Respect the need for confidentiality within the bounds of good
practice, noting that reporting requirements exist where there is an immediate danger, where
a child is at risk of serious harm or where the matter involves an ACC credentialed minister or
certificate holder as an alleged offender.

6.5

Challenge with Care – Carefully challenge inappropriate behaviour, but only in a way that
does not place any individual, especially a victim, at increased risk.

We offer pastoral support to those in our care
7.1

Offer informed care – Ensure that informed and appropriate pastoral care and professional
help is offered to any adult, child or young person who has suffered family abuse.
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8.

7.2

Be guided by the victim – It is never appropriate to pressure any victim of family abuse to
forgive, submit to, or restore a relationship with an offender.

7.3

Understand that reconciliation comes with conditions – Any possibility of
reconciliation between victim and offender is dependent principally upon the genuine
repentance and reformation of the offender.

7.4

Coordinate the care – Identify the appropriate relationships of those with pastoral care
responsibilities for both victims and alleged or known perpetrators of family abuse.

7.5

Ensure equal access to care – Work to ensure that ACC credentialed ministers and
certificate holders, and spouses of credentialed ministers and certificate holders, who
experience family abuse, have the same access to support and resources as others who
experience family abuse.

What do you need to do in your church?
When a case of family abuse is reported in an ACC Church, organisation, department or ministry, a
victim’s physical, emotional and spiritual safety must be our primary and ongoing concern:
8.1

The following other matters may be considered, although inevitably some stages may
overlap or need to be revisited.
Accountability – for the abuser
Healing – for the victim(s)
Repentance, reformation and healing – for the abuser
Define and clarify - the state of the relationship

9.

8.2

Further advice is available in our detailed Good Practice Guidelines, along with information in
the attached Appendices and on the 1800Respect National Hotline website. All credentialed
ministers, certificate holders and church workers should familiarise themselves with the
guidelines.

8.3

A Family Abuse Response Flowchart with the appropriate processes to follow when you
become aware of an incident of family abuse is available in the Resources. On the page
following the flowchart, there is a list a number of key telephone numbers and websites, along
with an app for smart phones and tablets.

Key steps for prevention and care
9.1

Ministers and church workers should cooperate with statutory authorities such as the police,
child protection services and domestic violence services.

9.2

ACC Churches, organisations and ministries should consider adopting and publishing a local
family abuse procedure.

9.3

Consider displaying the church’s family abuse procedure statement in an appropriate place
alongside information about how to access advice and support from the police, and domestic
violence services.

9.4

Ministers, certificate holders and church workers should follow the procedures for responding
to concerns about family abuse (see Flowchart and Good Practice Guidelines).

9.5

Ministers should ensure the training of those in leadership positions, safe ministry roles and
other pastoral roles about family abuse.
26/08/2020
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9.6

Ministers should ensure family abuse is addressed in appropriate contexts such as preaching,
Bible studies, prayers and church publications, as well as in marriage preparation, youth groups
and ministry training activities.

9.7

In such teaching, ministers should consider how to prevent convictions regarding biblical
teachings, on matters like the marriage covenant, gender relationships, forgiveness and
sacrificial love, being distorted or used to justify family abuse.

10. We uphold the Ministerial Code of Conduct for ACC Credentialed Ministers

We uphold the Ministerial Code of Conduct for ACC Credentialed Ministers as our Movement’s code of
conduct for credentialed ministers and certificate holders.
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II. PROCEDURES & GOOD PRACTICE GUIDELINES
FOR RESPONDING TO FAMILY ABUSE
IMPORTANT NOTE: ACC Ministers and workers are not domestic and family violence specialists.
Please ensure you obtain professional advice and do not handle matters yourself.

1. How to respond to victims
The guidance below aims to assist you in responding to people who disclose family abuse.
It is important to recognise the limits of your skills and experience. Do not undertake any ministry
(such as relationship counselling, or counselling for abuse or addictions) that is beyond your
competence or the role for which you have been employed or trained. If in doubt seek advice. A
person who requires specialised help should be referred to an appropriately qualified person or
agency.
1.1

Those who respond to news of family abuse often feel ill-equipped. Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish
between other types of marital dysfunction and family abuse, or it may be that concerns about abuse only
emerge gradually. Ministers and church workers should acknowledge their professional limitations, and
should consult experienced domestic violence services for advice such as the 1800 Respect National Helpline
1800 737 732.

1.2

The safety of victims and any children is paramount. All actions should carefully consider the risk to their, and
your, safety. Making telephone calls, possessing information about support services for family abuse, the use
of texts and emails, and accessing relevant websites all create potential risks for those experiencing abuse.

1.3

For information on categories of family abuse, its prevalence and effects, and how to recognise both
victims and alleged perpetrators, please see Section 3.

When you haven’t personally experienced abuse, it’s easy to listen with an attitude of assessing whether what
is being reported is really abuse. ‘Would I find that abusive? Doesn’t everyone argue sometimes?’ However,
when a person has repeatedly been victimised and feels powerless, our response always needs to be to offer
support, to listen and give those people the respect of being believed. – Clinical psychologist and clergy wife

2. Initial Disclosure
If a victim discloses or otherwise hints at abuse, the following factors are important:
2.1

Ask after them – Most victims want you to ask how they are doing. Your offer of help could be the first step
in enabling them to seek help, e.g. ’How are things at home?’ and if it becomes appropriate, ’Is anyone hurting
you?‘ or ’Do you ever feel afraid?’;

2.2

Take time to listen – Take plenty of time to listen and believe what they say. If they sense disbelief, they
may be discouraged from speaking again;

2.3

Choose the place wisely – If it is at all possible, speak with the victim in a safe, private place where
you will not be interrupted, or arrange to talk again, keeping in mind that someone in distress may start
talking anywhere. As is the case in other ministry situations, when speaking with a woman, male ministers
should consider inviting her to bring a support person, or should conduct the discussion where there are
others in the general vicinity.

2.4

The limits of confidentiality – Make it clear that complete confidentiality cannot be guaranteed,
depending on the nature of what is disclosed. For example, further disclosure may be needed when someone
is being hurt or in serious danger, a serious criminal offence has been committed, or when children are
involved.
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3.

Immediate action

3.1

Dial 000 if you are witnessing a violent incident or if the person needs medical care.

3.2

Call the Police if the victim is in immediate danger. Also seek advice from the 1800 Respect National Helpline
1800 737 732. Be aware that intervention may heighten risk, but it is important to explore how to ensure that
people are safe.

3.3

Are children involved? If children are involved and there is a risk of significant harm, a referral to the
child protection authorities needs to be made, in addition to calling the Police, and if possible, encourage
the victim to make the referral themselves, perhaps supporting them through the process.

3.4

Is a credentialed minister or certificate holder, or ACC Ministry or Organisation Leader
involved? If the matter involves a credentialed minister or certificate holder, or an ACC Ministry or ACC
Organisation Leader as an alleged offender, the ACC State Executive will also need to be informed
immediately and a Grievance Procedure activated.

3.5

Is there a threat of self-harm? Any threat to self-harm must be taken seriously as threats of self-harm
made by a perpetrator of family abuse to their victim are usually part of their controlling and manipulative
behaviour. If the victim reports this to you, and you believe there is a risk of serious harm, you should
attempt, if possible, to get medical help for the alleged perpetrator.

3.6

Keep their confidence – Remember that the confidentiality of the victim must be maintained.

4.

Your response to the disclosure

4.1

You are brave – Acknowledge the victim’s strength and courage it takes to have endured abuse and now
to talk about it.

4.2

Here are some options – Give the victim choice in what the next steps are and the timing of those steps
unless there is imminent risk of physical harm or mandatory reporting obligations.

4.3

Here is where to find help – Encourage them to seek professional help from a local domestic violence
service who will be able to offer practical safety planning advice, even if they do not want to leave their
home. In addition, give information about specialist helplines and websites, as required. (See Resources for
Flowchart and page following the flowchart.)

4.4

Are you in danger? – Express concern for their safety and immediate welfare. Do they have somewhere to
stay?

4.5

Are children in danger? – Ask about the children and their safety and welfare. You may need to persuade
them to report any concerns to the child protection authorities. You have no option but to do so if you have
received information that a child is at serious risk of harm.

4.6

Do you have support? – Be sensitive to people’s backgrounds and cultures. Ask them how cultural issues
may affect them. Ask them about what support is available to them from friends and family.

4.7

Take care of yourself – Encourage them to focus on their own needs, something they may not have been
able to do since the abuse began but which is critical in helping them to change their situation.

4.8

It’s not your fault – Reassure them that whatever the circumstances, abuse is not justified and not their
fault.

4.9

How can our church best help you? – Ask them what they want from you and the church. Offer help
which is in response to their needs and preferences and which lets them keep in control, as much as possible.
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5.

Record keeping and follow up regarding victims

It is important to keep notes of individual pastoral activity, and also to be aware of relevant privacy legislation.
5.1 What’s the best way to contact you? – Check if it is all right to contact the victim at home before doing so.
Establish their preferred means of contact, and make sure that this is safe.
5.2 Keep it confidential – Keep information confidential and, as a general rule, only share it where appropriate
and with informed consent of the victim.
5.3 Tell authorities when appropriate and keep a record – In some circumstance you will be required to share
information with statutory authorities, for example, where the victim or others may be at risk. Always keep
a record of your decision and the reasons why you decided to share (or not). If in doubt, contact the Police
or the child protection authorities.
5.4

Take notes – It is recommended that you make a brief objective note of dates, facts and context of what
you have been told, but keep your opinions separate. This should be kept in strict confidence but could be useful
in any future prosecution.

5.5 First 48 hours – Within 48 hours of the disclosure you ought to share the incident with someone who
is qualified in the area of family abuse, who can support you and help you to think through the issues. This
may be a Police Domestic Violence Liaison Officer, the ACC Safer Churches officer, Pastoral Care pastor or via the
1800 RESPECT national domestic violence helpline.
5.6 Review church safety – If the alleged perpetrator is in the same church as the victim, you will need to review
the safety issues. There may need to be a risk assessment and memorandum of understanding (MOU) put in
place. In cases involving children, contact with the insurer may also be required as part of planning for the risk
assessment.
5.7 Safety plan with a professional – Victim safety planning should be conducted by a professional, ideally
from a domestic violence service or the Police. But there may be an occasion when a victim wishes to discuss
their safety with you. You should seek professional advice before entering into detailed safety planning
discussions with the victim. Careful consideration should be given to where and how such information is
provided and kept by the victim, to avoid the alleged perpetrator learning the details of the plan.
5.8

Extreme discretion needed – Do not give information about the victim’s whereabouts, contact
details or personal circumstances to the alleged perpetrator or to others who might pass
information on to the alleged perpetrator. Do not discuss with the church board or any other members
of a congregation or anyone who might inadvertently pass information on to the perpetrator.

5.9 Offer practical help – When victims are leaving a controlling perpetrator, they often have to leave with nothing
and have access to very limited financial support. Consider how your church can provide practical support for
victims.

6.

Responding to alleged or known perpetrators

Every church has an important role to play in challenging inappropriate behaviour among its members. This can,
however, lead to increased risks for both the victim and the person who challenges an alleged or known perpetrator.
This needs to be done in an extremely careful way that does not place a victim at increased risk.
Factors to consider when responding to perpetrators:
6.1

The victim comes first – Ensure that the victim is at the highest priority in terms of safety and wellbeing,
and that any action is centred on the victim. Action here includes giving the victim choice in what the next
steps are and the timing of those steps unless there is imminent risk of physical harm or mandatory reporting
obligations.
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6.2

Strength in numbers – If meeting an alleged perpetrator, ensure that it is in a public place, and that there
are others (such as one or two appropriate people) in the meeting. Do not meet them alone.

6.3

Be safe – Maintaining an awareness of the danger that the alleged perpetrator may pose to you, and ensuring
that you and others are safe.

6.4

First 48 hours – Within 48 hours of the disclosure you ought to share the incident with someone
who is qualified in the area of family abuse, who can support you and help you to think through the
issues. This may be a Police Domestic Violence Liaison Officer, or via the 1800 RESPECT national domestic
violence helpline.

6.5

Get help – If the alleged perpetrator threatens self-harm while talking with you, then they may require
urgent support. Dial 000 if you are witnessing a violent incident or if the person needs urgent medical care.
Otherwise you could refer them to their GP.

6.6

If the alleged perpetrator is in the same Church as the victim, you will need to review the safety issues.
You are advised to contact the Safer Churches Helpline if the situation involves children.

6.7

When to contact the ACC State Executive – If the alleged perpetrator is a credentialed minister
or certificate holder you must report this to the ACC State Executive immediately and a Grievance Procedure
must be activated.

6.8

Extreme discretion needed – Ensure that information concerning the victim is only given to statutory
authorities and not to the alleged perpetrator. This includes keeping all contact details and personal
circumstances confidential.

6.9

Where to get help – Share information about helplines and accountability programs.

6.10 Be alert – Understand the possibility that you are being or may have been groomed by a perpetrator.

7.

Record keeping and follow up re. perpetrators

Please see the previous section on ‘record keeping and follow up’ in regards to a victim. What follows is additional
guidance in relation to responding to alleged or known perpetrators.
7.1

You can’t promise confidentiality – While you might respect an individual’s right to confidentiality this
cannot be guaranteed. In some circumstances you will be required to share information with statutory
authorities, for example, when someone is being hurt, a serious criminal offence has been committed or a
child or adult is at risk.

7.2

Keep a record – Always keep a record of your decision and the reasons why you decided to share or withhold
information. If in doubt, contact the Police or the child protection authorities.

7.3

In following up alleged or known perpetrators:
Do not collude with, excuse or minimise their behaviour;
Do not meet with them alone and in private. Meet in a public place or in the church with several other
people around; and
Do not try to offer/provide treatment. Only those with professional training should discuss such
issues formally with them.

7.4

In relation to any investigations or legal proceedings for domestic violence:
Cooperate fully with requests from the police;
In the event that the alleged perpetrator requests you to produce documents or give oral evidence in
any proceedings, insist that a subpoena is issued;
A church leader should exercise extreme caution and seek advice before acting as a character witness
or advocating for an alleged perpetrator; and
A church leader may arrange for the alleged perpetrator to be provided with pastoral care throughout
the investigation or proceedings, but should contact 1300 Respect or other family violence experts for
further advice and not provide this care themselves.
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8.
Additional guidance for credentialed ministers, certificate holders, ACC
Ministry or ACC Organisation Leaders – responding to victims
8.1

Help – Help the victim with any spiritual concerns.

8.2

Be patient – Accept that victims may choose to stay in their situation for a variety of reasons, including genuine
spiritual concerns regarding a desire to keep promises and for reconciliation.

8.3

Abuse is always wrong – Emphasise that violence or other family abuse is always unacceptable in a
marriage, whether Christian or otherwise.

8.4

Remember the Lord – Assure them of God’s love and presence and pray with them.

8.5

Don’t rush to reconcile – Do not encourage them to forgive the alleged perpetrator or take them back in
the absence of persistent evidence of repentant attitudes and behaviour, especially without obtaining
professional advice.

8.6

Do not pursue couples’ counselling/mediation with them and their partner if you are
aware that there is abuse in the relationship.

8.7

Seek advice – Where couples’ counselling has been commenced for general marital difficulties and concern
about abuse emerges, seek advice about whether it should be discontinued.

9. Pastoral issues
9.1

Consult the Safer Churches Helpline if children are involved – There are complex issues for
Churches where both parties continue to attend church. Churches need to be aware of any legal restrictions
around those accused of perpetrating abuse and ensure these are not undermined.

9.2

Is a credentialed minister or certificate holder or leader of an ACC Ministry or organisation
involved? If the victim or alleged perpetrator is a credentialed minister or certificate holder or a leader of
an ACC Ministry or ACC organisation, please talk urgently to the Safer Children’s Helpline 1800 070 511
to review the action required to ensure the victim’s safety and the appropriate response (see section 2.12.2
below). In addition, any allegation must be immediately referred to the State Executive and a Grievance
Procedure activated.

9.3

Division of care –Churches will need to consider how to provide pastoral care to both parties safely, noting that
a minister or church worker cannot do this for both individuals.

9.4

Long-term care for victims – There may also be a need to provide long-term pastoral support for
victims of family abuse, including support to couples when one or both parties have experienced abuse in a
previous relationship.

9.5

Caring for carers – Likewise those responsible for caring for victims, or for perpetrators, also need
emotional and pastoral support, along with others indirectly impacted; for example, friends or family within the
church.

9.6

Dissatisfaction with care is possible – There may be times that either victim or perpetrator, or both, may
be dissatisfied with pastoral care provided in such difficult situations, even with significant efforts by Ministers,
Church leadership and Church Boards to follow good practice guidelines.
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10. Ministers and Family abuse – Victims
10.1 Care for victims – If an ordained person, or the spouse of an ordained person, discloses abuse, they must
be treated similarly to any other victim. Ministers and their spouses and family members must have the same access
to support and resources as others who are experiencing family abuse.
10.2 Ministers, Church Boards in ACC churches, State and National Executives to listen with acceptance
– Ministers or their spouses or family members should expect an ACC credentialed minister or certificate
holder, ACC Church Board member or ACC State or National Executive Member to listen with acceptance
when disclosing abuse, and be supported should they wish to separate.
10.3 Safety of the vulnerable is paramount – In addition to the seriousness of marriage vows, the significance
of ordination promises, or issues regarding housing security may make ministers or their spouses particularly
vulnerable to staying in abusive relationships. In such situations, a church should not put fear of scandal above
the safety of vulnerable people.

11. Ministers and Family abuse – Alleged perpetrator
11.1 Ministers who are suspected of perpetrating family abuse must be treated in a similar way to any other alleged
perpetrator (see Section 6).
11.2 State Executives may consider appointing someone to offer pastoral support to an alleged perpetrator who is an
ACC credentialed minister or certificate holder.
11.3 Any allegations of family abuse committed against a credentialed minister or certificate holder should also be
referred to the State Executive and a Grievance process commenced.
11.4 Family abuse may result in proceedings under the ACC Ministerial Code of Conduct and ACC Grievance
processes if:
it involves sexual abuse of an adult, or
conviction for an offence punishable by imprisonment for 12 months or more, or
may otherwise call into question the fitness of the person to hold a role or position or to remain
as a credentialed minister or certificate holder.

12.

Mediation

12.1 Get professional help – Mediation is a specialist activity that in the context of family abuse must be
undertaken by trained professionals. In order for mediation to be effective any imbalances in power in the
relationship need to be addressed.
12.2 Safety first – In the context of family and family abuse, mediation (or ‘family dispute resolution’ as it is
known when parenting arrangements are being discussed) can be an empowering process for a victim.
However, this can only occur if safety needs are managed and both parties are well-prepared for the mediation
process.
2.3 Legal advice – Where children or property matters are concerned, it is also important that both parties have
received legal advice. Government-funded Family Relationship Centres (FRCs) are a good referral option for
family dispute resolution and have designated processes to ensure the safety of all concerned.
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III. RESOURCES FOR RESPONDING TO FAMILY ABUSE
Please note that these appendices do not form part of the Guidelines
but are provided as additional resources.
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FAMILY ABUSE FLOWCHART

A person discloses family abuse:
RESPECT & LISTEN
Listen with acceptance
Don’t ask for proof
Assure the victim it's not their fault
Be honest about your ability to help
Reassure normal confidentiality will be maintained, but explain its limits

Discuss with the victim, but call the Police 000
Seek advice from 1800Respect 1800 737 732(national 24 hour service)

Call the Child Protection number for your State
Remember witnessing family abuse harms children & may be reportable

KEEP ACC STATE EXECUTIVE INFORMED/ Commence Grievance Process

Has further help been requested?
ACTION

• Advise that any intervention needs care and
can heighten risk.
• Be guided by what the victim wants and DV
experts recommend
• Outline realistic options: Police, AVDOs, DV
services, safety planning, GP, counsellor,
refuge.
• Supply appropriate information, phone
numbers, websites, Daisy app (be careful of
storage).
• Encourage the victim to consult a service,
or make a referral on their behalf.
• Record what was disclosed and your
safety concerns, note your actions, and
from whom you received advice. Date the
record and keep it confidential.

NO FORMAL ACTION
• Your time was well spent. A victim knows they have been
believed, is not in the wrong, and can return to you for further
help.
• You can’t make a victim of family abuse take any action. The most
you may be able to do is listen and provide information (note
earlier obligations regarding immediate danger or if children are
involved).
• You may be able to offer other chances to meet and talk.
• You may be able to suggest referring more generally to a
GP, psychologist or counsellor.
• You could supply appropriate information, phone numbers,
websites, Daisy app (be careful of storage).
• Record what was disclosed and your safety concerns, note
your actions and/or advice. Date the record and keep it
confidential.
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FAMILY ABUSE – KEY TELEPHONE NUMBERS & WEBSITES FOR HELP
AGENCY

CONTACT DETAILS

1800 Respect National Helpline

1800 737 732
1800respect.org.au (includes online chat service)

24 hour national counselling, advice and referral service for any
Australian who has experienced, or is at risk of, family and
domestic violence and/or sexual assault and their supporters.

ACC Safer Churches Helpline

1800 070 511

Advice to ministers and lay ministers in the ACC where the family
abuse has involved a child in a church-related setting.

(business hours)

Daisy App
The Daisy App connects people who may experience violence or abuse to
support services in their local area. It was developed by 1800RESPECT
and is free to use and download. It includes some safety features to help
protect the privacy of people using it.

Child Protection Helpline
Contact this helpline if you think a child or young person is at risk
of harm from abuse.

Lifeline

Free to download from iPhone
App Store & Android Google
Play

132 111 (NSW)
Refer to
www.facs.nsw.gov.au/about/contact/interst
ate-child-protection-reporting for a list of
mandatory reporting contact numbers for
other states

24 hour telephone crisis line.

131
131 114
114
www.lifeline.org.au/get-help

ACC State Executive

XXXXX

Contact if matter involves a credentialed minister, certificate
holder, church worker or ACC employee or officeholder.

No To Violence: Men’s Referral Service
Telephone counselling, information and referral service for men who
have been using violence in their families, and their partners and friends
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3.

CASE STUDY

A CASE STUDY: ANDREW AND JODY

Andrew is separated from his wife, Jody. She had called the Police and
Andrew was arrested after an incident of family abuse. Charges were
pressed and he was found guilty. An Apprehended Domestic Violence
Order (ADVO) has been issued, with Jody and the children listed as
protected parties.
Andrew is living apart from Jody. The couple have two children aged
6 and 8, both of whom live with Jody. Andrew wants to be reconciled
with his wife and with the church of which they are both long-standing
members. He has come to the pastor’s home in order to discuss with
the pastor how he can achieve reconciliation with Jody. He is currently
not attending church. Andrew appears to be remorseful and says how
sorry he is and how desperate he is to be back in church
fellowship and back with his family.

Considerations in responding
The pastor needs to seek advice and support 1800Respect in how best to respond.
The conditions in the ADVO need to be understood to ensure that any contact Andrew
has with Jody and the children does not breach the conditions of the ADVO.
The pastor needs to be aware and cautious of Andrew’s motives. In approaching the
pastor, who knows them both, Andrew might be seen as manipulating or grooming
the pastor to support him, with the prime motive of reconciliation with his wife. What
evidence is there of his repentance, and the steps he has taken to change his
behaviour? How are his spiritual needs currently being met?
Consideration of Andrew’s desire for reconciliation with Jody must be made in the
context of assessing risk to her and risk to their children, and can only be considered
if Jody is also willing to consider a conciliation process, and the conditions of the
ADVO allow for contact.
However, the pastor should not get involved in any conciliation between them as this
is specialist work and needs to be undertaken by an independent agency equipped
for the purpose. The pastor can refer Andrew to such agencies.
The pastor can discuss with Andrew the marks of true repentance and forgiveness by
God, and arrange for him to receive pastoral care. This would be most appropriately
offered by someone not known to either of them.
The pastor needs to be aware of boundaries of confidentiality and should not be
passing information from Andrew to Jody or vice versa. If he were to do so not only
may he lose the trust of one or the other, but he may be putting Jody and her
children at further risk.
In conclusion, the pastor should be careful to give priority to the safety of the victim and
her children who are the vulnerable people in this circumstance.
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4.

TYPES OF ABUSE

DOMESTIC OR FAMILY ABUSE MAY INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF
ABUSE:
Emotional Abuse – blaming the victim for all problems in the relationship, undermining the
victim’s self-esteem and self-worth through comparisons with others, withdrawing interest and
engagement and emotional blackmail;
Verbal Abuse – swearing and humiliation in private and public, focusing on intelligence, sexuality,
body image or the victim’s capacity as a parent or spouse;
Social Abuse—systematic isolation from family and friends, instigating and controlling relocations
to a place where the victim has no social circle or employment opportunities and preventing the
victim from going out to meet people;
Financial/Economic Abuse – controlling all money, forbidding access to bank accounts, providing
an inadequate ‘allowance’, preventing the victim seeking or holding employment and taking
wages earned by the victim;
Psychological Abuse – making threats regarding custody of children, asserting the justice system
will not believe or support the victim, destroying property, abusing pets and driving dangerously;
Spiritual Abuse – denial and/or misuse of religious beliefs or practices to force victims into
subordinate roles and misusing religious or spiritual traditions to justify physical violence or other
abuse;
Physical Abuse – direct assaults on the body, use of weapons (including objects), assault of
children, locking the victim out of the house, sleep and food deprivation; and
Sexual Abuse – any form of pressured/unwanted sex or sexual degradation, causing pain during
sex, coercive sex without protection against pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease, making
the victim perform sexual acts unwillingly and criticising or using degrading insults.

In addition, the 1800 Respect Website1 outlines some additional forms of violence including:
•
•
•
•

•

1

Reproductive violence: It happens when you are stopped from making your own choices about
your reproductive system.
Legal abuse: also known as legal bullying, when someone uses the law or legal threats to try
and control another person.
Neglect: is when you are denied the things you need to live a safe, comfortable, healthy life.
Neglect mainly affects people who access help with daily tasks.
Stalking is when someone won't stop bothering you with unwanted contact or attention. It
involves behaviour that aims to scare and control you and can be a form of domestic and family
violence.
Behaviour that: Causes fear, stops someone living as they want, or forces someone to behave
in ways they don’t want.

https://www.1800respect.org.au/violence-and-abuse/legal-abuse/ (accessed 27/7/2019)
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5. THE DULUTH 'POWER AND CONTROL' WHEEL
Many victims have found a visual representation of the signs or symptoms of family abuse helpful in identifying
and understanding their own situation. The Duluth 'Power and Control' Wheel2 is one such resource. The
Domestic Abuse Intervention Programs, based in Duluth, MN, USA, which developed the diagram, invites
people to use it in their efforts to inform and educate others.

2

DOMESTIC ABUSE INTERVENTION PROGRAMS: 02 East Superior Street, Duluth,Minnesota 55802. 218-722-2781
www.theduluthmode.lorg
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6. FAMILY ABUSE FACTS
1.
Who experiences domestic and family abuse?
Family abuse can occur to anyone regardless of age, race, disability, sexuality, class, or income. Most
family abuse is perpetrated by men against women, but the perpetrator of family abuse can be of either
sex, and the victim can be of either sex.
Victims can be male, although the majority are female. Abuse can also occur in same sex relationships,
between siblings or by children against a parent or vice versa.
Sometimes both spouses can be simultaneously perpetrators and victims of abuse, although the pattern of
abuse is not always symmetrical.
Many victims will only disclose that a partner was violent and abusive after leaving a relationship. Things
to keep in mind:
Women are particularly vulnerable to abuse when pregnant or seeking to leave a relationship;
Older people and disabled people can be vulnerable to family abuse;
Children experience family abuse in many ways, including through directly intervening to protect one
of their parents, being forced to join the adult perpetrator, and hearing or witnessing violent attacks
or verbal abuse;
Coercive and controlling behaviour in a family abuse situation can be exerted over the whole family
so any children suffer as well as the victim;
Many women come to Australia to work and improve their lives, and many can then become trapped
in relationships characterised by abuse with no avenue to seek safety and support; and
Family abuse happens within the Church. Church leaders, members of the clergy, and spouses of
clergy have been found to be victims of family abuse.
2.

Family abuse statistics for Australia

Note: Statistics do not tell the whole story, as they do not identify patterns of control and abuse
in relationships. They do not capture level of fear, or the severity of injury or impact, for the victim.

Prevalence of Domestic Violence in Australia1
1 in 6 women (17%) and 1 in 16 men (6%) had experienced threatened or actual physical or sexual
violence by a partner they had lived with.2
23% of women and 16% of men have experienced emotional abuse by a partner since the age of
15.

Who experiences Domestic Violence and Abuse?3
Most (69%) of domestic assault victims are women, but almost one-third involved a male victim.
Most (81%) of the domestic assault perpetrators are men.
Most victims are between the ages of 20 and 39.4 Women aged 20–29 years had the highest rate of
DV-related assault, and were 3.3 times more likely than men in the same age group to be a victim.
Indigenous women and girls were 35 times more likely than the wider female population to be
hospitalised due to family violence.5
25% of children in Australia have been witnesses to domestic violence.6
1

Australian
Bureau
of
Statistics,
(2017)
Personal
Safety
Survey
2016,
accessed 31
May
2018
at
http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/4906.0. The survey collected information about the nature and extent of violence experienced by men and
women since the age of 15, including their experience of violence in the 12 months prior to the survey.

2

This means that approximately 1.6 million women have experienced at least one incident of actual or threatened physical or sexual violence by an intimate
partner (since the age of 15). Note that this excludes broader forms of family abuse, such as emotional or spiritual abuse.

3

Family abuse is not restricted to any one demographic. It occurs across ages, socioeconomic groups, cultures, races, and geographic regions. However, there
are variations in occurrence.

4

Australian Bureau of Statistics, (2013) Personal Safety Survey 2012, accessed 4 August 2017 at http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/4906.0.

5 White Ribbon Australia, “Domestic Violence Statistics”, accessed 2 August 2017 at https://www.whiteribbon.org.au/understand- domestic-violence/facts-violencewomen/domestic-violence-statistics/
6 Australian Domestic and Family Violence Clearinghouse, Children affected by domestic violence: a literature review, Report produced for The Benevolent Society,
Sydney, 2011. Accessed 26 July 2017 at http://earlytraumagrief.anu.edu.au/files/ImpactofDVonChildren.pdf
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3.

Recognising Family Abuse in Adult Victims

It is very difficult to create a definitive list of signs that family abuse is happening because abuse can occur
on many levels and both victims and alleged or known perpetrators can behave and respond in a range of
different ways. The following list of signs of behaviour for victims is not exhaustive, and should not be used
as a definitive list but should be used as guidance:
Has unexplained bruises or injuries;
Shows signs of feeling suicidal;
Becomes unusually quiet or withdrawn;
Has panic attacks;
Has frequent absences from work or other commitments;
Wears clothes that conceal even on warm days;
Stops talking about her/his partner;
Is anxious about being out or rushes away;
May never be seen alone, and is always accompanied by their partner;
May become more isolated, possibly moving away from home, withdrawing from friends and family;
Goes along with everything their partner says and does;
Checks in often with their partner to report where they are and what they’re doing;
Receives frequent, harassing phone calls from their partner; and/or
May have unexplained injuries, and may give other reasons for the injuries which refer to them being
accidental.
4.

Recognising Family Abuse in Children

Living in a home where there’s family abuse is harmful. It can have a serious impact on a child’s
behaviour and wellbeing. Parents or carers may underestimate the effects of the abuse on their children
because they don’t see what’s happening.
Indeed, a child who witnesses or overhears family abuse is generally considered to be the victim of indirect
child abuse by the perpetrator of the abusive behaviour. If children are involved this way, a referral to the
child protection authorities will need to be considered.
Family abuse can also be a sign that children are suffering another type of abuse or neglect. The effects can
last into adulthood. However, once they’re in a safer and more stable environment, most children are able
to move on from the effects of witnessing family abuse.
Younger children who experience and witness family abuse may:
Become aggressive;
Display anti-social behaviour;
Become anxious;
Complain of tummy aches and start to wet the bed;
They may find it difficult to sleep, have temper tantrums and start to behave as if they are much
younger than they are;
They may also find it difficult to separate from their abused parent when they start nursery or school;
and/or
Children may be clingy, have behavioural difficulties, may be tired and lethargic, and struggle in
social settings and at school.
Older children/young people who experience and witness family abuse react
differently:
Boys seem to express their distress much more outwardly, for example by becoming aggressive and
disobedient. Sometimes, they start to use violence to try and solve problems, and may copy the
behaviour they see within the family;
Older boys may play truant and start to use alcohol or drugs (both of which are a common way of
trying to block out disturbing experiences and memories);
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Girls are more likely to keep their distress inside. They may become withdrawn from other people,
and become anxious or depressed;
Girls may think badly of themselves and complain of vague physical symptoms. They are more likely
to have an eating disorder, or to harm themselves by taking overdoses or cutting themselves;
Girls are also more likely to choose an abusive partner themselves; and/or
Suffer from depression or anxiety.
Children of any age can develop symptoms of what is called ‘Post-traumatic Stress Disorder’. They may
get nightmares, flashbacks, become very jumpy, and have headaches and physical pains. Children dealing
with domestic violence and abuse often do badly at school. Their frightening experiences at home make it
difficult to concentrate in school, and if they are worried about their abused parent, they may refuse to go
to school.
Long-term impact on children and young people
As adults, children who have witnessed violence and abuse are more likely to become involved in a violent
and abusive relationship themselves. Children tend to copy the behaviour of their parents.
However, children don’t always repeat the same pattern when they grow up. Many children don’t like what
they see, and try very hard not to make the same mistakes as their parents.
Even so, children from violent and abusive families may grow up feeling anxious and depressed, and find
it difficult to get on with other people.
5.

Who are the perpetrators of family abuse?

Most known perpetrators of family abuse are men.
Anyone across the social spectrum can perpetrate family abuse – a perpetrator’s outward
appearance may be outgoing and friendly, and/or very confident, whilst the victim may be withdrawn
and considered by many as unfriendly. However, a disclosure of family abuse by any individual should
always be taken seriously.
There is no excuse for abuse. People who abuse their partners make a choice to do so. Often alcohol,
drugs, childhood problems (such as a violent/abusive childhood), and mental health and
psychological disorders are cited as causes of family abuse. Whatever the contributors in any given
case, family abuse always involves a misuse of power by one person over another. Individuals who
perpetrate family abuse generally do so to get what they want and to gain control.
Family abuse happens within the Church. Church leaders, members of the clergy, spouses of
clergy, and prominent lay members have all been found to be perpetrators of family abuse.
Seeing change in perpetrators is a long-term process. Perpetrator programs are long-term groups or
one to one interventions which challenge the underlying attitudes and beliefs that drive family abuse.
For more information and referrals contact No to Violence Men’s referral Service 1300 766 491
ntv.org.au.
6.

Recognising Perpetrators of Family Abuse

Perpetrators are very good at hiding their behaviour. The following list of signs of perpetrator behaviour is
not exhaustive, and should not be used as a definitive list but should be used as guidance:
Presents confidently;
Focuses on themselves and has no empathy with partner;
Assertively claims victim status;
Finds no fault in themselves;
Makes unfounded accusations;
Puts partner down and portrays partner often as unreasonable or unstable;
Does not consider the children’s experiences;
Makes disparaging remarks about their partner in public;
Uses their wedding vows as leverage to keep their partner tied to them – “you promised...”;
Expresses suspicion about legitimate activities of partner;
Restricts access to partner’s family and friends;
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Controls financial access and activity;
Recruit others to back them up against their partner;
Uses inappropriate humour, especially about compliance;
Tries to engender pity in order to manipulate and recruit colluders;
Shows changeable behaviour in order to hold onto control; and
Uses Scripture to justify behaviour, demands or requests.
7.

Particular Types of Family Abuse

Family abuse can occur in many contexts. For example, there is abuse within Indigenous communities,
and in same-sex relationships; there is also child or adolescent to parent abuse, and abuse of elders.
Awareness of the wide variety of culturally specific forms of abuse will also help in identifying abuse and
responding appropriately. For example, these can include so-called ‘honour’ crimes and killings, forced
marriage and female genital mutilation.
Some forms of abuse are justified by religious and cultural beliefs as a way of maintaining patriarchal
power and control. Often the violence or abuse is perpetrated by members of the extended family, with
the collusion of others in the community.
The need to protect remains the main imperative, irrespective of the cultural context in which family abuse
occurs.
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7. CHALLENGING MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT FAMILY ABUSE
Many people will have misconceptions and attitudes about family abuse which are incorrect. Here are
some common myths about what family abuse is and who it affects:

Myth 1: It happens to certain types of people
It can be thought that family abuse happens to a certain type of person – based on socio-economic status,
religious or cultural backgrounds, or a perception of strength and resilience. This is not the case. Family
abuse and violence can happen to anyone at any time.

Myth 2: It happens because of...
Family abuse is complex and is not necessarily explained by a single theory. It is sometimes claimed that
family abuse happens primarily because of worldview factors regarding gender or religion, or because
of alcohol or drug abuse, unemployment, abuse as a child, mental or physical ill health, or other
environmental factors.
Although these may be contributory factors, abuse happens because an abusive person chooses to behave in
a way that enables them to assert power and control over another person – excuses and reasons are given
to justify abusive behaviour.

Myth 3: A victim can cause a perpetrator to become abusive
Often a perpetrator will tell a victim that they caused them to do it. A victim is never to blame if a
perpetrator chooses to behave in an abusive and controlling way.

Myth 4: A victim can fully understand what is happening to them
When someone is in a relationship in which they are subject to abuse they will often feel very confused
about what is happening, and they are sometimes not sure that what they are experiencing is abuse.

Myth 5: A victim can choose to leave and if they don’t, they are choosing to stay
People ask why victims stay in a situation where they are suffering abuse, and assume that it is easy to
leave, to escape the situation and to start a new life. This is not the case, either on a practical or an
emotional level. A perpetrator of abuse will work to ensure that the victim feels that they cannot cope on
their own.
Leaving is physically violent relationship is often the most dangerous time for women and children. It may
also be financially impossible to leave the situation, particularly when there are children. Victims often do
not have a choice in leaving and may feel, or be, threatened that if they leave they will be in danger. It may
feel safer to stay than to leave.

Myth 6: Family abuse is all about anger
Family abuse is not all about being angry or losing control. Although not always a calculated action, a
central element is the choice to act in a controlling way.

Myth 7: Family abuse doesn’t happen in our church
Family abuse happens in every community, including within the Church. Given the prevalence of physical
and sexual violence in Australian society, it is extremely likely that there will be those in your church who
have been affected by domestic and family abuse.
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